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Preface

ATTORNEY AND CHRISTIAN RESEARCHER EDWARD
HENDRIE investigates and reveals one of the greatest exposes
of all time–-a book you don't want to miss.

Solving the Mystery of Babylon the Great is packed with documentation.
Never before have the crypto-Jews who seized the reins of power in Rome
been put under such intense scrutiny." Texe Marrs, Power of Prophecy.
The evidence presented in this book leads to the ineluctable conclusion
that the Roman Catholic Church was established by crypto-Jews as a false
"Christian" front for a Judaic/Babylonian religion.

That religion is the core of a world conspiracy against man and God. That
is not a conspiracy theory based upon speculation, but rather the hard
truth based upon authoritative evidence, which is documented in this
book. Texe Marrs explains in his foreword to the book: "Who is Mystery
Babylon? What is the meaning of the sinister symbols found in these
passages? Which city is being described as the 'Great City' so full of sin
and decadence, and who are its citizens?

Why do the woman and beast of Revelation seek the destruction of the
holy people, the saints and martyrs of Jesus? What does it all mean for
you and me today? Solving the Mystery of Babylon the Great answers
these questions and more. Edward Hendrie's discoveries are not based on
prejudice but on solid evidence aligned forthrightly with the ‘whole
counsel of God.' He does not condone nor will he be a part of any project
in which Bible verses are taken out of context, or in which scriptures are
twisted to mean what they do not say.

Again and again you will find that Mr. Hendrie documents his assertions,
backing up what he says with historical facts and proofs. Most important
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is that he buttresses his findings with scriptural understanding. The
foundation for his research is sturdy because it is based on the bedrock of
God's unshakeable Word.
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Foreword by Texe Marrs

THERE ARE FEW PROPHECIES IN THE HOLY BIBLE
MORE HEART-STIRRING AND BREATHTAKING than the
image in Revelation 17 of the Great Harlot, the woman who rides

upon a frightening, scarlet-coloured beast with seven heads and ten horns.
Imperiously dressed in purple and scarlet, with a golden cup in her hand
full of abominations and filth of her fornication, the brazen Harlot is
decked with gold and precious stones and pearls.

The Apostle John, whose heavenly vision so vividly pictured the strange
woman, noted especially the revealing name she had written upon her
forehead, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.

The Apostle was clearly stricken when seeing this powerful image for he
was told in the vision that the seven heads of the beast represented seven
mountains that the woman sat upon. The woman, Paul was told, signifies
a notorious, yet great city.

This is that city, said the angel in the vision, “which reigneth over the
kings of the earth.” Perhaps the most terrifying of all was John’s
recognition of the awful specter of death that the woman represented.
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“And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus,”
testified the Apostle.

“And when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration.”

Some claim that there is a beautiful side of evil, enticing, dangerous,
monstrous and deadly, yet somehow sickeningly alluring and inviting. It
seems that even the most wicked on rare occasions possess the ability to
awe the world and fill onlookers with a curious combination of macabre,
mystery, and trepidation. Bible scholars say that the Apostle John wrote
down his prophetic vision, which we know today as the Book of
Revelation, in the year 92 AD.

In the succeeding centuries, many have studied these awe-inspiring verses
and have pondered and meditated on their meaning. Everyone knows how
supremely important it is that humanity as a whole, but particularly the
Christian Church, grasp the profound nature of these prophecies.

The future of mankind itself and the destiny of every nation are bound up
in this heaven-sent vision of end time tragedy against the backdrop of
divine victory.

Thankfully, God has designed and constructed His prophetic Word so
that his disciples—the men and women who know and honour Jesus Christ
as Lord—will be able to decipher and understand the meaning of these
passages, though they be laden with seemingly obscure symbolic content.
In Daniel 12:10 we discover the promise that God will empower  is latter
day servants with prophetic discernment:

“And the wicked will do wickedly and none of the wicked shall
understand. But the wise shall understand.”

The “wise” refers to the godly person whose wisdom and knowledge come
not from his own superior intelligence or inherent brain capacity but direct
from God. As the Apostle  Paul so joyously put it, “Christ in you, the hope
of glory.” It is a glorious thing that God does in imparting wisdom and
understanding to His children.
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Edward Hendrie has been given a very special gift of discernment, and I
believe his book provides evidence of this. For centuries the saints have
sought to uncover the  symbolical secrets of the Great Harlot and the Beast
of Revelation. Who is Mystery Babylon? What is the meaning of the
sinister symbols found in these passages?

Which city is  being described as the “great city” so full of sin and
decadence, and who are its citizens? Why do the woman and beast of
Revelation seek the destruction of the holy people, the saints and martyrs
of Jesus? What does it all mean for you and me today? Solving the Mystery
of Babylon the Great answers these questions and more.

Edward Hendrie’s discoveries are not based on prejudice but on solid
evidence aligned forthrightly with the “whole counsel of God.” He does
not condone nor will he be a part of any project in which Bible verses are
taken out of context, or in which scriptures are twisted to mean what they
do not say.

Again and again you will find that Mr. Hendrie documents his assertions,
backing up what he says with historical facts and proofs. Most important
is that he buttresses his findings with scriptural understanding. The
foundation for his research is sturdy because it is based on the bedrock of
God’s unshakeable Word.

Many sincere Protestant Christians, having studied the works of notable
pastors, teachers, theologians and scholars, maintain that the identity of
Mystery Babylon is none other  than the Roman Catholic Church.
Moreover, these good men and women assert that the Pope of Rome is
the antichrist. In fact, this was the historical view as endorsed by Martin
Luther and other reformers. Edward Hendrie’s work goes far in honouring
the views and works of these excellent teachers, but he goes even further.

He also takes their facts and comparative studies and builds on their
conclusions. His investigation is greater in depth and more encompassing.
The prophecies centre on Babylon and on the iniquities of that far-flung
political, economic, cultural, and religious system. What was Babylon?
What did its priests and leaders teach as their core doctrine? What were
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ancient Babylon’s  symbols and its abominations? Why has “Babylon”
always been a codeword for spiritual decadence and sexual debauchery?
Edward Hendrie's original research on these  important issues is eye-
opening.

Hendrie’s book paints a convincing picture of the meaning of ancient
Babylon and also shows how the Roman Catholic Church, the Papacy,
and its rituals and practices, are  mirror images of the Babylonian evil.
But there is yet another religious system that is full to the brim with
Babylonianism. The men and women immersed in this system promote a
sordid and repulsive way of life that has definite connections to ancient
Babylon and its satanic traditions. That system is Judaism and the culture
of World Jewry.

What few know, but Edward Hendrie has discovered, is that from the
inception of Christianity, the major enemy of God’s Church and the
number one polluter and destroyer of Christendom has been Pharisaic
Judaism. Moreover, Jewry, a culture which is controlled and directed by
rabbinical zealots, has historically been hostile to the Christian Church
and to this day does everything in its considerable power to undermine
and poison the roots of Biblical Christianity.

Hendrie demonstrates and proves this hateful animosity on the part of
World Jewry and especially by those Jews active in the religion of
Judaism. He explains and documents why the Jews are imbued with such
an unjustifiable but overwhelming hatred and loathing for Christianity
and Christians.

Contrary to what most people think to be the case, Hendrie documents
that Judaism is not the religion of the Old Testament and the prophets.
Instead, Judaism comes from the  same perverted spiritual fountain as
does the Roman Catholic Church: Babylon. Judaism’s most holy book is
the Babylonian Talmud, and the inner teachings of Judaism — an
unscriptural, satanic religion embraced by its elders and high priests — is
pure Babylonianism. Hendrie even proves that it was Babylonian-
believing Jews who founded the Roman Catholic Church. These Jewish
infiltrators sought to wrest away the true Christian faith from  the teachings
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and principles of the Apostles and the New Testament. The goal of these
Jews was to remold the Christian Church into a weakened version of
Phariseeism, itself  based on dogma and practices the Jews had brought
back to Jerusalem following their long Babylonian captivity.

Jesus told us that the Jews’ religion is not of God but was constructed of
man-made traditions. He bluntly accused the Pharisees (The
Encyclopaedia Judaica says that  Phariseeism is today’s Orthodox Jewry):
“Ye are of your father the devil.” Somehow, over the centuries these
warnings and statements of Jesus were forgotten and now are  un-respected
by most evangelical Christians. How tragic, for if we but listened to what
Jesus said, we would understand the grave danger that Christendom is
confronted with today due to the satanic horrors of Judaism.

Hendrie, fortunately, does take into account these warnings of Jesus and
also those of Paul, the apostles, and the prophets. His research and insights
point us to a clear understanding of the two-pronged Babylonian enemy
that even now is at our very doorstep.

Edward Hendrie proves from the Scriptures and from his own thorough
investigation that both the Zionists and Rome are jointly involved in a
despicable end time conspiracy against God’s Word and His saints.
Together, they form the corrupt and ominous Mystery Babylon world
system of evil pictured so poignantly in the book of Revelation.

Once you realize that Judaism, its offshoot, Zionism, and Rome’s
Catholicism come from the same bitter Babylonian waters, so much of
the Bible and its prophecies come into focus. The  haze and perplexity
lift, and the gift of discernment is supernaturally conferred on the diligent
child of God who thirsts for godly knowledge.

What a miraculous thing to see with a better vision the wonders that are
now unfolding in our world as the prophecies, one-by-one, are unveiled
in the clear light of day.

We remember what God said in the book of Daniel about the events of
the latter days. Though God sends strong delusion to those who reject his
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learning, we are gratified to learn that, “the wise shall understand.” In this
spirit, Edward Hendrie solves for us the riddle of “Mystery Babylon.”

Texe Marrs
Power of Prophecy

Austin, Texas


